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Introduction
Art Music, from a Western perspective, includes music that is communicated primarily
through standardized notation, composed within established theoretical parameters. This type of
music, typically referred to as Western Art Music (WAM), is characterized by an aesthetic, artful
style (Gelbart, 2007). Examples of this music include both historic and modern notated music
that is founded on customary composition techniques or forms. Worth noting, WAM does not
include genres like jazz or rock, because they do not fall under these guidelines of art music.
Within nearly all live-music performance settings, numerous socio-cultural interactions
occur. These interactions occur between fellow performers, between audience and performer,
and between audience members themselves (Davidson, 1997). Research has been conducted
regarding what sorts of actions might impact these relations (Wallace, 2018), as well as what
factors determine whether these relations are beneficial for all those involved (Pitts, 2014). The
heart of these interactions are rooted in conceptualizations of what is known as performance
practice.
Performance Practice in Music
Performance practice is defined as the specific way in which a certain style of music is
performed either historically or within modern culture (Cyr, 2007). In the classical realm of
WAM, these practices are rather formalized. Practices such as dressing professionally,
maintaining good posture, and even visiting with the audience following the performance are
examples of common modern performance practices within classical WAM.
Among performance traditions in Western musical genres outside of the classical realm,
there is much less formality. For example, jazz, folk, and pop concerts have much more casual
expectations for performer and audience member attire. Audience members are more likely to
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move around during the performance, even dance, and/or sing along and speak to one another
during performances (Davidson, 1997). Pop music supporters may also be more likely to
“research” the material (i.e., listen to an album) before the performance and, consequently, be
more likely to embrace their support for the music as part of their identity (Burland & Pitts,
2014). In a similar way, jazz performances include the appeal of an audience witnessing
musicians interacting within the music. Being able to witness live improvisation adds an element
of excitement that can increase audience feelings of participation (Pitts, 2014). Given the
difference in performance practice traditions, it is important to examine different dimensions of
these practices -- in particular, with regard to the performer, the audience, and how those two
entities interact.
Performer and Audience Expectations
In the WAM tradition, there are standardized expectations for performer and audience
members alike. Regarding performer behavior, there are traditions regarding how performers
enter and exit the stage, performer’s expected attire, and how to interact with fellow performers
on stage. These expectations can vary depending on the genre of the music that is being
performed, but in many contexts, such aspects of performer behavior have remained the same for
hundreds of years. Today’s WAM performers must find a balance between staying true to
historical performance practices while staying consistent with current sociocultural behaviors
(Davidson, 1997).
In a similar regard, many audience behaviors are also rooted in tradition. Looking back to
19th century Paris, for example, concert organizers experienced difficulty in getting audiences to
stay in the hall until the end of classical performances. In an attempt to educate the increasing
number of middle-class patrons attending these performances on expected behaviors within the
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concert venue, etiquette books were published detailing proper concert behaviors (Deaville,
2019). Within these books held expectations -- now so ingrained in our culture, they are now
unspoken -- regarding how to behave during the performance: be quiet, sit still, and listen
attentively (Ellis, 2019). Within this tradition of WAM, there also are expectations for audience
members to dress less formally than the performers, to arrive before the performance begins, and
to applaud before and after the performance (Davidson, 1997).
Interactions in Performance Practice
Beyond the expectations placed on performers and audience members, the social and
emotional effects that these two groups can have on one another warrants discussion. Studies
have shown that the presence of an audience can have strong impacts on the performance and
experience of a performer (Cottrell, Wack, Sekerak, & Rittle, 1968; Davidson, 1997; Wilson,
1997). The audience’s presence has been found to generate arousal within performers (Cottrell er
al., 1968). However, the intensity of arousal is what determines whether the resulting effect is
positive or negative. This heightened sense of being can lead to a state of optimal arousal in
which the performer’s heightened senses improves their playing ability and sense of connection
with the audience and music (Davidson, 1997). However, if this arousal is too intense, it can lead
to performance anxiety, negatively impacting the player’s performance (Wilson, 1997).
The performer’s actions can also have a large effect on audience experience. Even the
most subtle actions of the performer can have large impacts on the audience’s interpretation and
experience of the music. For example, audience members can rely heavily on the visual cues by
performers regarding their intention for the music. These visual cues can depict moments of
structural importance, important emotional moments within the music, and beginnings or
endings of ideas (Davidson, 1997). It is apparent that even the most subtle of visual and auditory
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stimuli can impact the social and emotional connections occurring within the performance
setting. Whether these stimuli positively or negatively impact the performance atmosphere is
important to consider. Even when the audience seems to be quiet and listening diligently, silence
does not equate attentiveness (Tewinkel, 2019).
Problem Statement
In the performance hall, there are numerous elements vying for audience attention.
Considering this reality, what can be done to connect with audience awareness? In recent years,
there has been a rise in emphasis on interactive performance and creative performance
techniques in the attempt to further audience and performer engagement. For example, in David
Wallace’s book, Engaging the Concert Audience: A Musician’s Guide to Interactive
Performance (2018), he outlines several components and ideas that can make for a successful
interactive performance within the context of WAM performance. Indeed, Davidson (1997)
points out that, despite the trend of consistent performance practice in WAM, there now seems to
be “societal movement towards increasing informality in formal social settings” (p. 213). It is
therefore important to examine non-traditional, interactive, and creative performance techniques
and how those approaches might affect audience engagement through asking the following
questions:
(1) What steps might one take to create opportunities for increased audience
enjoyment, engagement, and understanding in a classical recital setting?
(2) In what ways might creative performance affect audience enjoyment,
engagement and understanding in a classical recital setting?
Literature Review
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In order to explore how creative performance techniques might influence audience
engagement in the WAM setting, it is critical to explore research in both audience engagement
(e.g., Kolb, 2001; Pitts, 2014; Wallace, 2018) as well as research on innovative performance
practices (e.g., Ellsworth, 2019; Jarrar, 2017; Jones, 2016; Litturst, 2003; Nguyen, 2018).
Examining these research pathways in tandem can illuminate opportunities for better connecting
with audience members through unique approaches to performance.
Audience Engagement Research
As modern audiences increasingly seek active and engaged roles, the successful musician
of the twenty-first century will arguably be the one who welcomes and encourages a
closer and more personal engagement with the audience they are performing to. (Dobson
& Sloboda, 2014, p. 171)
How do audiences experience a performance? First, it is important to consider what
influences might motivate audiences to attend a live WAM performance. This includes
understanding the demographic of audiences that typically choose to go. For example, WAM
audience demographics consist of primarily middle-class, white, and more-educated patrons. As
the primary audience base seems to be increasing in age, the overall amount of attendees to
WAM performances is decreasing. However, these decreasing statistics seem likely to be more
so due to the typical concert setting and performance characteristics, rather than a lack of interest
in the genre as a whole (Kolb, 2001).
Research has shown that typical WAM concert settings can feel intimidating to new
audiences and deter them from attending. Expectations for when to applaud and what to wear
were often commented on along with concerns for how to stay focused and understand the music
(Jacobs, 2000). Another study considering how musical background might influence an audience
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member’s desire to attend a classical concert found that the most emphasized proponent for
attendance was having had an influential private music-teacher relationship earlier in life, with
the second being previous experience participating in a school music ensemble (Pearce, 2018).
The next aspect of audience engagement to consider is the experience during the
performance itself. These engagements could be categorized into the social, emotional, and
intellectual stimulations that occur. The performance environment has been found to provide
concert patrons with feelings of community amongst fellow audience members. The
understanding of being in the company of like-minded individuals with similar interest in
attending the WAM performance can motivate feelings of togetherness, even if audience
members do not necessarily speak with those around them (Pitts, 2014). The structure of typical
WAM concert venues with the audience seated in rows facing an elevated stage, often creates a
barrier of sorts between audience and performer, dividing the two groups and keeping them
separate (Small, 1998). Another researcher found that the “presentational” format typical to the
classical music setting, allows for less opportunity for real-time audience response to performers,
along with any mid-performance socialization amongst audience members (Turino, 2008). Midprogram breaks, pauses, and intermissions allow additional time for such audience interactions to
occur (Small, 1998).
There are important elements of emotional engagement that occur during musical
performances as well. Audience members are more likely to become emotionally invested in the
music when they witness the performer sharing vulnerable aspects of their personality (Wallace,
2018). This desire for performers to share more of their personality in an attempt to connect with
concertgoers is increasing in recent years, with arts organizations using this as a marketing
strategy for publicity. An example of this would be having programs for attendees that include
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profiles of the individual musicians in an effort for audiences to “get to know” them (Pitts,
2014). Another researcher recommends that, rather than program notes, speaking directly to
audiences about the music’s meaning can increase audience connection with the performer
(Litturst, 2003). One study considering the “cultural consumption” audience members relied on
when listening to a live performance, the emotional aspects of the music performance often
acknowledged included the stimulation of feelings from within the music, the music “getting
under their skin”, and music causing actual physical responses within them (Rossel, 2011).
In addition to this emotional engagement, WAM performances hold the capacity to
intellectually engage audience members as well. Music plays many roles within the weaving of
society, including purposes like lullabies and recreation, work songs, storytelling, religion,
communication, and even a person or group’s identity (Gregory, 1997). The performer can
choose to emphasize these characteristics of pieces for the audience. Scholar David Wallace
touches upon psychologist Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences in suggesting the
importance of considering the wide variety of audience intelligence backgrounds and aiming to
appeal to these many intelligence types (2018). Surveys have found that audience members with
less background knowledge had less trust in their own negative or positive reactions to a
performance, questioning if they had the right to develop an opinion (Sedgman, 2016).
Another important aspect of audience engagement to consider is what sort of engagement
might occur post-performance. For example, in one study, researchers considered the positive
and negative aspects of post-performance audience/performer dialogue led by the performers.
The researchers found the dialogue sometimes generated feelings of increased input and learning
between both audience and performers. When prompted with a list of questions to consider
before the performance, some audience members felt the questions for consideration changed the
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way they approached listening to the music (Dobson & Sloboda, 2014). The memory of the live
performance outlives the performance itself, so it is useful to consider how audiences might
preserve the performance, whether it be through social discussion, writing down thoughts, or
preserving momentos like a ticket stub or program (Burland & Pitts, 2014).
Today’s technology allows for not only increased access to preserving these memories
through photos or video, but also real-time response between viewers and performers. Things
like digital marketing and social media allow for increased promotion of performances along
with community engagement (Jones, 2016). Tools like live-streaming allow for increased
audience accessibility, live-feedback, and viewer interaction (Nguyen, 2018).
Creative Performance Techniques
These technological tools are a few of many creative performance techniques that are
being increasingly explored in today’s live performance. “Creative performance techniques” can
include any atypical behavior or activity added to a standard WAM performance, whether it be
added lighting (Ellsworth, 2019), additional performer-audience dialogue (Dobson & Sloboda,
2014), or even interactive activities that may engage audience members (Wallace 2018). As
stated above, technology has been a major proponent in spurring creative additions to live WAM
performances. Several researchers share the many uses of including visual projections during
live performances: transporting audiences to the setting of the music without need for props or
sets (Jones, 2016), creating a more abstract, visual representations of what the music is emulating
(Litturst, 2003), or even as an aid in depicting the storyline of a performance (Ellsworth, 2019).
One researcher actually used projected visuals to depict a documentary-style storyline in time
with the musical performance (Jarrar, 2017).
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As mentioned previously, experts are increasingly considering the benefits of appealing
to the many intelligences of audience members (Wallace, 2018) through incorporating other
topics within musical performances, whether it be other artforms like poetry, visual arts, dance,
or acting, or subjects like history, storytelling, morality, or current events (Cowden, 2006). In a
similar study, Page (2012) had one audience paint a picture during a musical number and another
audience write poetry in response to a piece of music, both followed by audience members
sharing how responding to the music this way changed the way they listened to and interpreted
the music. Another researcher reported effects on choral performers’ experience of music by
investigating the historical and cultural contexts of pieces, finding an increased feeling of
understanding in regard to the meanings and deeper truths of the composition (Silvey, 2014).
Still other researchers discuss the importance of how concert repertoire order can impact
audience connection with the music. Repertoire has often been selected according to composer,
time-period, language, or country, but programs can be also designed to tell a story or consider
an overarching theme. Creating this larger storyline can leave a lasting impression on audiences
(Bertram, 2020). Another researcher described how aspects of staging, lighting, dance, and
projections can also be used as storytelling aids (Ellsworth, 2019). In establishing a more
coherent picture throughout the performance, certain modern opera performances have even
considered the importance of touching upon synesthesia through utilizing other sounds and
colors to increase a story’s cohesion on stage (Armitage & Ng, 2013). Another performer used
this technique in creating a “red-themed” performance depicting the Chinese revolution. The
consistent use of red held representational importance of depicting China, along with creating
more cohesion throughout the performance as a whole (Zhang, 2021).
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To touch once more upon the use of technology within creative performance technique,
one study considered how some venues are looking towards social media resources like Twitter
and Facebook to engage with audiences. Some venues are trying things like “Tweet seats” in
which certain audience members are encouraged to use Twitter during the performance, voicing
their thoughts and experience, or Facebook live-streaming of performances to allow audience
dialogue amid the performance (Nguyen, 2018). Another researcher described how live-stream
can be used not only to share the live-performance, but also for tours of backstage, live question
and answer sessions, and sharing events like rehearsals, all of which can offer increased
opportunity for audience engagement (Jones, 2016).
Methodology
Considering extant research, my question remained: How might adding innovative
elements to performance pieces affect how audience members’ experience music in a formal
concert setting? To explore this curiosity, I used my own senior vocal recital as a platform to
implement a range of creative performance techniques.
Creating a recital is something that takes much time and consideration, especially with
regard to selecting and preparing the musical selections. Music preparation began several years
in advance, through working with a private voice teacher to learn and build a list of repertoire
that would fit as options to be included in the recital. I began truly considering what songs would
be included as early as Fall of 2020. This process started with noting what pieces of repertoire I
unquestioningly wanted to include in the recital. These “for sure” pieces included “La zingara”
by Gaetano Donizetti and “Will there really be a morning” by Ricky Ian Gordon. I felt these two
pieces were key in the development of my vocal technique and fully showcased skills I had
learned during my college career.
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Because this senior recital was a requirement toward earning my undergraduate degree in
music education, I also needed to consider specific requisites for vocal degree recitals at my
college. For example, I needed to include at least two pieces from each of the four main vocal
repertoire languages: English, Italian, French, and German. My original intention was to create a
storyline through the programming, but I was guided to first select all of the pieces I would like
to include without this end goal in mind, to then see if a storyline could be established from
there. Therefore, I selected the pieces I intended to include in late spring of 2021. I considered
the languages I needed, how vocally taxing the piece was, and how I connected to the message of
the song when selecting repertoire. I also considered how audiences might perceive a song.
Finally, I aimed to include more English pieces because I would have an English-speaking
audience.
The next step was to determine a program order. As previously mentioned, the original
intent was to create a storyline or theme through the order of the repertoire. However, upon
considering and concocting possible thematic options, I ultimately decided against doing this. I
felt there was not a defining theme that was immediately apparent, and it felt inauthentic to try
and force any theme or story. When determining program order, things to consider included (a)
order of language, (b) the meaning of the individual texts, (c) vocal stamina, and (d) audience
attention/engagement. In vocal recitals, songs are often grouped by language because it is easier
for the singer and audience to “settle in '' to the sound of the language, rather than jumping back
and forth. In considering vocal stamina, it is wise to avoid placing songs with similar challenges
back-to-back, whether it be determined by the songs’ tessitura, speed, or vocal dexterity
necessary. With these things in mind, I decided to group my program by language, having the
first half be all foreign languages in the order of Italian, German, Czech, and French, and the
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second half consist of all of my English pieces. From here, I selected a fast and easier piece to
begin with in hopes of capturing audience attention and providing an opportunity for me to get
out any nerves on the day. Then, I tried to alternate between fast, slow, and vocally draining
pieces. I also inserted breaks in which I would have the opportunity to step off stage and relax
my voice for a moment before starting again. Finally, I chose to end the recital with a piece that
tends to please audiences, ending on a note of high energy.
After determining the program and order, it was now time to select which pieces to which
I would like to incorporate added elements or creative performance techniques. I wanted to select
pieces that were spread throughout the program to create a greater sense of consistency, along
with pieces that had interesting storylines or meanings. Because of this, I aimed to add an
element to “Das Veilchen” by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, “Adieux de l'hôtesse arabe” by
Georges Bizet, “Will there really be a morning” by Ricky Ian Gordon, and “How does a moment
last forever” from Disney’s Beauty and the Beast.
The piece by Mozart (See Appendix A) tells a sweet story of a violet living in a meadow
and its infatuation with a lovely shepherdess. Because of this, I thought it would be endearing
and engaging to add an element that might physically embody the music in some way. With this
in mind, I intended to have each audience member hold a violet, and when the point came in the
music in which the flower was stomped upon, the audience would be invited to either stomp on
their flower as I would or pick it up and smell it. This could be seen as a metaphor for how we
approach opportunities throughout life, stomping over them or taking the chances presented to
us.
My hope was that this added element would give the audience a better understanding of
the actions taking place in the music, while also allowing them the opportunity to actively
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participate in the storyline of the music. Upon adding this element, I learned that violets are very
small, dainty flowers, which would make doing this more challenging. Because of this, I looked
into similar flower options and found purple carnations to be a good alternative. According to
teleflora.com, carnations typically express feelings of love and fascination. In addition to this,
purple carnations specifically represent capriciousness, which I believe beautifully symbolizes
the shepherdess in this piece of music.
For the piece by Bizet (See Appendix A), I wanted to add an element that could tell the
story of the Arab women in the music and the conflicting emotions of what she is expressing.
This song provides many opportunities to enhance audience connection, from the composer’s
background, to the text itself, to the piece’s roots in exoticism and uninformed depictions. In an
effort to give the audience a visual consideration for some of these characteristics, I considered
several options. First, I explored having an accompanying video projection during the
performance of this piece. The projection would include images and scenes capturing a desert
atmosphere. However, I found copyright to be a troublesome issue in projecting any sort of
video. Consequently, we instead decided to contract a live-artist to come and paint during this
song. This would add a visual and artistic element that could provide further detail about the
meaning of this piece. After identifying a local artist with experience in live art, I provided the
artist with some explanation about the song’s meaning and origins and allowed her to make her
own artistic decisions from there.
For the piece by Ricky Ian Gordon (See Appendix A), I wanted to further consider the
idea of battling between feelings of hope and despair. The piece’s discussion of “will morning
ever come” inspired me to consider how lighting and imagery might be used in this context. I
wanted to emphasize the darkness of the night by having low-lighting and create a projected
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visual that would be simple so as not to detract from the music itself, yet compliment the song's
meaning. I also thought of how a very universal experience of “despair versus hope” has been
many people’s experience dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic. With this in mind, I created a
digital animation that would begin completely black, and as the song progresses small “stars”
would appear on the screen like that of a night sky. By the end of the song, the stars would
fabricate a map of the United States, inspired by the slow spread of COVID-19, beginning in
major cities and spreading outward.
For the piece from Beauty and the Beast (See Appendix A), I wanted to portray the
music’s meaning of how small moments in time can create a lasting impression in our memory,
even when time seems to pass so quickly. My own connection with this meaning exists in my
experience at college. Therefore, I decided to project a picture slideshow compiling the many
people and memories that made up my college experience at BGSU. Upon initially considering
this idea, I was against making the added element so focused on myself and my own
interpretation of the music, but I was encouraged that the audience could still connect to the
music through my own experiences and authenticity, so it could still be a beneficial addition to
the program. I also considered who my expected audience members would be, and many would
make an appearance within the slideshow themselves, which would hopefully add personal
connections for the majority of audience members.
Another important element that I decided to add was a speaking component to the recital.
As mentioned previously, speaking directly to the audience about the music’s meaning can add
feelings of connection between audience and performer, so I wanted to explain some of the
meanings and backgrounds of the pieces rather than simply including them in a written program
notes. Therefore, I went through each piece in the program and decided on certain historical or
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background information that I thought would be engaging information to the audience, adding
context as appropriate (See Appendix B for program notes). This included details about the
composer or poet, the text’s meaning, the piano accompaniment, or some of my own connections
or experiences with the piece.
Now that I had decided my intended added elements, I had to follow through in making
sure things were lined up and logistics were taken care of to prepare for the actual recital. This
included setting the date for the recital and rehearsal, along with reserving the concert hall. I also
had to reserve the piano to be used, contact recording services so the recital would have a
professional recording, and create a Facebook event to inform friends and relatives of the
upcoming performance. It was also important to advertise the recital to my peers in the school of
music, so I had a designer create a poster with the correct information, to be printed and hung
around the building (See Appendix C). I then needed to create and print programs and
translations for anyone interested, to be set at the doors of the recital hall (See Appendix D). I
also had to reach out to friends to assist me in making sure the performance would run smoothly,
taking care of the laptop and projections, and being responsible for the Facebook livestream.
Regarding the added elements, I had to order the flowers to be used during the Mozart
piece. I needed to reach out to local artists in the attempt to find someone to do a live painting
and was able to find an artist who had experience doing caricatures and was excited to
participate. It was then a matter of discussing with her to make sure she was aware of the date
and time of the performance and what was expected of her. The animated visual for “Will there
really be a morning” had to be created, so I spent a weekend focused on creating this element
and making sure the timing lined up with the song well.
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To create this video animation, I used a digital illustration program called Procreate. This
program automatically records the process of creating a piece of digital artwork, so I knew I
could create my intended starry sky visual that would slowly develop as the song played out (See
Appendix E for animation). Although the program automatically speeds up the creation process
to a short 30 second clip, I was able to export this to another video software (iMovie) and adjust
the video length and timing to better fit to the music.
And finally, I needed to put together a picture slideshow compiling my photos from
throughout college. I also needed to create the post-recital questionnaire along with a barcode
that would allow the audience easy access on their phones. This questionnaire was created on the
SurveyMonkey platform, and it included a brief, 6-item, researcher-developed scale soliciting
participants’ level of agreement with various aspects of their audience experience, using a Likerttype scale.
At last, the dress rehearsal in the performance hall occurred several days prior to the
performance. This was when I was able to witness almost everything come together and arrange
final details to make things flow as smoothly as possible, along with performing in front of a few
audience members. This was an important opportunity to note any unexpected challenges or
adjustments needing to be made. Through this, I was able to note a few points in my lecture that
needed to be adjusted, along with figuring out exactly where we needed to move the piano and
lights for easiest flow with the projector.
Realization
Although most preparations were completed beforehand, when the day of the recital
came, there were still several pre-recital preparations that had to be carried out. Programs and
translations had to be placed near the entrances along with the carnations and sign encouraging
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guests to take one of each. I needed to communicate with the recording professionals regarding
final touches on lighting and projections, and the artist had to be communicated with regarding
the final decisions on how and where she should set up, along with anti-mess measures to protect
the performance hall from any byproduct of a live piece of artwork. The laptop needed to be set
up and ready for the second half of the performance, the Facebook live-stream had to be situated,
and props had to be in place. The next step was to wait backstage for audience arrival. The
largest thing outside my own control on this day was feelings of nervousness and responsibilities
that now fell onto the shoulders of others.
Upon the lights being lowered, I walked onto the stage and performed the first piece. I
still felt nervous, and it was not my best performance of the song, but this was to be expected. I
mentally prepared myself not to let this throw me off.
Regarding the added elements, the spoken aspects of the night went according to plan.
One point that I had forgotten to include during the rehearsal, I also forgot to say in the
performance, which demonstrates that one cannot expect a performance to miraculously go any
better than the practice. During the performance of “Das Veilchen,” the use of the carnations
went according to plan, although because I was in the midst of performing myself, I was not able
to witness which audience members crushed their violet under their feet or sniffed the flower.
The added element of having the pianist give a short preview of the piano accompaniment
seemed to attract audience attention. Upon asking the audience if they had a guess for what the
piano was trying to emulate, there was no verbal response, but it appeared the audience found the
demonstration engaging. During the live artist performance, I was similarly preoccupied with
performing the piece, so I myself was not able to watch the artwork occur. However, upon
completing the song, I looked over to see a beautiful painting of a woman with sweeping hair
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along with some of the prominent words of the song (See Appendix E). I prompted the artist to
share a few words about her intentions behind the artwork, and she explained more about the
piece’s foundations in exoticism and that her intent was to put a face to the character of this
piece. This was a very rewarding aspect of the performance, witnessing how another artist
interpreted the piece and its meaning. I wondered if I would feel ignored by the audience during
the piece as everyone watched the artist, but I was pleasantly surprised to find a moderate
amount of attention bouncing back and forth.
Following the first portion of the performance, those who had agreed to assist with
logistics successfully prepared the projector, piano, and moved the artwork as intended. Sadly,
the incorrect image was projected on the screen during the performance of “Will there really be a
morning.” Because I was in “performance mode,” I did not look to make sure the projector was
correct, so rather than seeing a slow projected animation of the stars/COVID map, the audience
only saw a picture of a night sky scene. If I were to have noticed this, I might have made an
effort to pause and fix the projection because I felt it did add an important element to the piece.
Audience feedback post-concert still shared positive experiences of the visual, so no harm was
done. The other added element to “How does a moment last forever” was also met with positive
verbal feedback from several audience members. A few were surprised to see themselves in the
video and shared that it increased their emotional connection to the music. Following the final
piece, audience members successfully completed the post-concert questionnaire in which they
accessed the survey on their phones.
A large learning part of this experience for me, was the aspects of vulnerability that I did
not expect. Having creative performance techniques and added elements requires that you rely
additionally on others, because you as the performer are only able to do so many things in the
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moment of the performance. The relinquishing of control was a very daunting challenge for me
in this experience. It was important that I trusted each person I was relying on to carry out the
necessary tasks for the day, from the piano getting moved, to controlling the lighting and laptop,
to making sure the performance was streamed live on Facebook. These were not things I could
do myself, so having to ask others for help was very challenging and yet rewarding.
Results
The first research question for this project centered on the steps one might take to create
opportunities for increased audience enjoyment, engagement, and understanding in a classical
recital setting. These steps are outlined in detail in previous sections. Therefore, the results
section will focus primarily on the second research questions, which centers on the ways creative
performance might affect audience enjoyment, engagement and understanding in a classical
recital setting.
Audience participants responded to a brief, six-item questionnaire following the recital’s
completion. These questionnaire items solicited responses regarding the audience’s background
(e.g., I typically enjoy classical music) and their opinions on the recital itself (e.g., The additional
elements increased my enjoyment of the music). Participants responded on a five-point, Likerttype scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The survey was completed by
37 audience participants and had an internal reliability of Cronbach’s alpha = .74.
On average, participants reported highly positive impressions regarding the benefits of
the added elements, with mean responses nearing 5.00 for those specific items. Fewer
participants felt that the added elements were distracting (M = 2.05, SD = .94). With regard to the
items centering on audience experience and background, the mean of responses was more neutral
with typical enjoyment and musical background having mean responses near 3.8 with the
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standard deviations above 1, meaning these two questions resulted in more varied responses then
the rest. Descriptive statistics for all items are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Questionnaire Items (N = 37)
M

SD

I typically enjoy classical music.

3.89

1.13

I have a musical background.

3.83

1.28

The additional elements increased my enjoyment of the music.

4.78

0.42

The additional elements increased my understanding of the
music and its themes.

4.78

0.42

The added elements distracted me from the music itself.

2.05

0.94

The additional elements increased my engagement with the
singer/music.

4.70

0.52

Note. Participants responded to items on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

In addition to exploring descriptive statistics, I was also interested in the relationship
between some of the participants’ responses. For example, did those with a musical background
tend to experience more enjoyment from the added elements? Table 2 summarizes Pearson r
correlations between all questionnaire items. The strongest significant positive relationship was
between “I typically enjoy music” and “I have a musical background” (r = .76, p < .01). There
was a moderate, positive correlation between participants’ understanding of the music and their
overall enjoyment (r = .68, p < .01), and there was also a modest, positive correlation between
participants’ enjoyment of classical music and their feelings surrounding the benefit of added
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elements to overall understanding (r = .42, p <. 01). Finally, there was a negative correlation
between self-reported distraction and feelings of enjoyment or increased understanding. Other
relationships can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2
Pearson Correlation Matrix for Questionnaire Items

I typically
enjoy classical
music.
I have a
musical
background.
The additional
elements
increased my
enjoyment of
the music.

I typically enjoy
classical music.

I have a musical
background.

The additional
elements
increased my
enjoyment of the
music.

The additional
elements
increased my
understanding of
the music and its
themes.

1

.76**

.30

.42**

.11

.23

1

.19

.35*

.14

.18

1

.68**

-.16

.59**

1

-.16

.46**

1

-.20

The additional
elements
increased my
understanding
of the music
and its themes.
The added
elements
distracted me
from the music
itself.
The additional
elements
increased my
engagement
with the
singer/music.

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The added
elements
distracted me
from the music
itself.

The additional
elements
increased my
engagement with
the singer/music.

1
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*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Finally, I wanted to look specifically at the seven participants who responded negatively
to having a musical background (four disagreed, three strongly disagreed). Of these responses,
one strongly disagreed to typically enjoying classical music, four disagreed to typically enjoying
classical music, and two reported neither agreeing or disagreeing. Of these seven responses, all
responded that the added elements increased their enjoyment (three agreed, four strongly
agreed), and all responded that the added elements increased their understanding of the music
and its themes (four agreed, three strongly agreed).
Discussion
Introducing innovative performance elements into a traditional WAM vocal program is
an involved process, and audiences bring diverse backgrounds and perspectives to each
performance. To bridge the gap between historical performance practices and current trends in
order to connect with the audience requires careful thought and execution (Davidson, 1997). The
primary purpose of this study was to determine the ways in which such creative performance
techniques might affect audience engagement in a classical recital setting. In order to
contextualize these effects, it was important to first determine some key aspects of audience
background. For example, participants reported slightly higher interest in classical music, and
many audience members reported having a background in music of some kind. Previous research
(Pearce, 2018) has shown that audience members attending classical performances are likely to
have had experience playing in a school music ensemble or private music lessons. The findings
in this study support such previous research. However, it is important to note the potential bias
among audience members at my recital, since many of those in attendance were also musicians.
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To extend one’s understanding of the audience’s musical experience, it might be beneficial to
ask future audiences more specific questions regarding musical background. For example, the
exit questionnaire could solicit information regarding audience members’ experience performing
in a school ensemble, experience with a private music teacher, or current ability to play or
perform an instrument.
When considering audience engagement, it was important to seek opportunities that
limited the divide between the audience and the performer (Small, 1998), creating elements
played with the typical, “presentational” format of the classical WAM recital (Turino, 2008).
Questionnaire results indicated audience members positively received the added program
elements, largely indicating these elements enhanced the performance experience. Audience
members considered the effects of the range of added performance elements when responding to
this questionnaire item. To extend this in future work, one could ask audience members which
specific creative performance elements were most useful and/or engaging.
When considering the audience’s responses regarding perceived enjoyment, the majority
of audience members seemed to have a very positive perception of the added elements. These
positive responses reinforce previous research that adding interactive or creative performance
elements can have a positive effect on audience perceived enjoyment and understanding of the
music (Wallace, 2018). These results also reinforce the value of elements such as speaking
directly to the audience (Litturst, 2003), prompting the audience with questions mid-performance
(Dobson & Sloboda, 2014), and sharing personal stories (Wallace, 2018); each of these factors
can increase audience feelings of connection with the performer. If I were to attempt this quasiexperiment again, I would increase the amount and specificity of the survey questions regarding
audience responses to each individual added element.
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Another aim of this study was to further understand the effects the added elements had on
audience understanding and how this pertained to overall enjoyment. The strong correlation
existing between increased understanding of the music and increased enjoyment of the music
suggests that audience members are increasingly likely to enjoy a piece of music if they feel they
are being intellectually engaged. This supports Wallace’s (2018) publication regarding appealing
to the audience's multiple intelligences in order to increase feelings of engagement.
The final aim was to gain understanding regarding how these added elements might
further engage audience members with little or no musical background. The results reported
above suggest that added creative elements may moreso benefit audience members with little
musical background in regard to enjoyment and understanding of the performance than audience
members with previous musical experience. Further research could be conducted focusing more
on the effects of added creative performance techniques based on audience demographic. This
could be done by separating audience responses by age group, education level, socioeconomic
status, and even location.
Future Recommendations
Because of the numerous positive audience responses, there seem to be many benefits to
adding creative elements to a WAM performance. The results discussed above imply that
audiences are likely to experience increased engagement, enjoyment, and understanding of the
performance. Because of these findings, creative performance techniques should continue to be
pursued, so as to facilitate improved engagement between audience and performer.
Upon having had this experience, I would suggest for any performer or director
considering adding creative or interactive elements to a classical performance, to consider the
level of complexity one is willing to handle on the day of the performance. One challenge can be
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implementing the elements themselves. When encouraging audience involvement, consider how
you might “warmup” the audience to actively participate, perhaps by beginning with a simpler
participatory experience to make everyone more comfortable. Also consider how the added
elements might increase challenges through possible messes or added logistics, and prepare for
technological difficulty by having backup plans or embracing that it might not go as expected.
What I learned in my own experience is the importance of trial and error. It can be beneficial to
test run performance elements on others or small audiences. Overall, visualize and run through
the day and performance in your head or out loud to help consider what smaller details or
logistics might be overlooked.
I would also encourage anyone looking to further research the effects of creative
performance techniques on audiences, to ask more specific questions to find out which added
elements are more effective than others along with which audience members are more likely to
undergo a change in their experience because of it.
Implications for Teachers or Directors
These and other creative performance techniques can be utilized in any performance
setting, including in the public school and settings with younger performers, as well. All of the
elements discussed could be transitioned and used in a choral, band, or orchestral setting. When
presenting a recital program, directors can provide short explanations between pieces or have
students take turns sharing explanations, background information, or personal connections to the
pieces being performed. School directors could also add visual elements to these performances
through the use of technology with projections, video, or creative lighting. The same goes for
adding other artforms to the performance, perhaps by inviting the school dance program to
perform with a piece, having art students create artwork inspired by a piece, or having
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photography students put together a slideshow to go with a song. Subjects outside of art can be
incorporated as well. For example, English students could write a short story to go along with a
piece of music or foreign language programs could be incorporated to learn a song’s cultural
significance or when working with an unfamiliar language. A school music performance can be a
great opportunity to build community not only within the music program, but throughout the
entire school community.
Conclusions
Within this paper, I have discussed some of the history and background of traditional
WAM performances along with the implications for how audiences and performers interact. I
have looked into the research considering audience engagement and creative performance
techniques, along with how this might be specifically implemented in a senior recital setting. I’ve
concluded that the added creative elements generally improves audience feelings of engagement,
enjoyment, and understanding of the music being performed, and discussed how this might
translate to a performance setting outside of a senior vocal recital. Overall, music is meant to
connect and inspire. Through further researching how to better engage audiences, my hope is we
can continue to improve the emotional and intellectual engagement that occurs in any musical
performance setting.
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Appendix B
Lecture Notes
“Il Mio Bel Foco” - Francesco Conti
- Thank you all for coming to my senior recital. I’ll be conducting a portion of my honors project
tonight, so you’ll notice there will be a few elements to a couple of the pieces. And then at the
end, I’m going to ask you all to respond to a short survey about your experience, and it will help
me immensely in completing this project, so I thank you now.
- The first piece was called “Il mio bel foco” by Francesco Conti. In this piece, the singer is totally
pouring their heart out and confessing their love to someone.
“La zingara” - Gaetano Donizetti
- In this piece, I’m a gypsy girl sharing my story of growing up, dancing from town to town, and
telling people their fortunes, some good some bad, but I’m a bit mischievous because I know that
I’m simply making everything up.
- Chose this song because of the fast tempo and vocal runs.
“Das Veilchen” - Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
- Auditioned with this piece, four years ago in this very room
- Tells the story of a beautiful violet living in a meadow. Day after day, the violet watches as a
beautiful maiden breezes past, and it dreams that someday she might stop and pluck it out of the
ground. One day, the violet sees her approach and get super excited, only to have her stomp right
on the violet
- I hope you picked up a flower when you walked in. These aren’t actual violets, real violets are
much smaller and not in season, but these are purple carnations.
- Purple carnations = Capriciousness = impulsivity and emotional
- Young girl = capriciousness, doesn’t pause to consider her actions
- Now, I’d like to ask all of you to place your flower on the floor beside you. And when we get to
the part of the song in which the violet is stomped, you have the choice of whether you’d prefer to
stomp on your violet or pick it up and smell it. There are many opportunities that may come your
way in life, and you have the option to stop and smell the ~carnation~ or stomp right over it, it's
your choice.
“Ständchen” - Franz Schubert
- Romeo and Juliet vibes
- Represents a man calling out to his lover in this darkness of the night, outside her window, trying
to be quiet, because there are people that don’t want them to be together.
- Chose this piece because of the beautiful piano accompaniment, lute strumming
- I’d like to invite Yongtong to play this, so you can hear how it emulates this guitar
plucking
“Kdyz mne stara matka” - Antonín Dvořák
- This piece is actually in Czech, which has been a new experience for me.
- It was originally written in German, then in Czech, then English, but its most famous for the
Czech version
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I’m speaking of my childhood with my grandmother, the sense of nostalgia I have for those
memories, then I sing of how I am now grown, and I do the same thing my grandmother once did,
and now I understand
“Adieux de l'hôtesse arabe” - Georg Bizet
- I’d like to welcome Lydia Horvath to the stage. Lydia is an artist who teaches at Toledo school
for the arts, and she is going to be performing a piece of artwork along with this song.
- Spent summer in Alaska working at a fine arts camp. One thing I learned was the beauty of
collaboration, especially between different art forms.
- Allows for such a deeper connection with the meaning of the music and art in general.
- This song is composed by Georges Bizet and the lyrics originate from a poem by Victor Hugo
about an Arab woman. It’s important to note that Bizet was a French man who had very seldom
left France, so his compositions about this exotic foreign woman were very much based on
Exoticism, which was common among composers in this time period.
who has fallen in love with a foreign traveler but is watching as he is about to leave. She tries to
persuade him, speaking of all the beauty of this land, but eventually must bid him farewell and
ask that he at least remembers her, because she will never forget him.
- You can hear her torn feelings in this song, as she feels so upset, but is trying to persuade him to
stay by the beauty of her homeland.
“Pierrot” - Claude Debussy
- I’d love to hear from Lydia a bit more about her inspiration for this beautiful piece of art.
- We will be sure to set that by the door here, so if you'd like to take a closer look during
intermission or ask Lydia any questions, feel free!
- Unique backstory - famous French stock character
- Discussing sad clown, Pierrot and pitying how no one takes him seriously
- Debussy is very playful and unexpected, and this song features quite a bit of coloratura.
- Coloratura is when a soprano sings all those crazy vocal runs. And it's very challenging but it's
very fun as well.
Intermission
“Will there really be a morning?” - Ricky Ian Gordon
- This next piece is called “Will there really be a morning?” by Ricky Ian Gordon. But the poem
itself was actually written by Emily Dickenson. And when you put the words in the context of her
life, it’s asking this question of will I ever be able to chase my dreams to their fullest extent? In
the days of Emily Dickenson, she was choosing to carve out her own path. So much of what
women were able to do in those days was defined by being at the side of a man, so for a woman
to choose to remain single and strive towards a career was crazy.
- This song could also be taken in the context of most people’s experience this past year and a half
with Covid. With so many unknowns, and fighting through moments of despair and trying to stay
hopeful.
- You’ll hear the song repeat after a beautiful piano interlude, but the accompaniment becomes
more intense and deep, and I feel it’s this feeling of frustration and empowerment and gosh darn,
I’m gonna fight through this. And I’m going to live to see a better day.
“The garden of love” - Thomas Pasatieri
- Poem by William Blake
-
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This piece shares the experience of the loss of innocence. You’ll hear as the words speak of going
back to this beautiful garden where I spent my childhood, only to find it is much darker and
treacherous than it was in my youth.
- And you’ll hear the piano part share this story as well.
- Yongtong, could you play the beginning bit of the piano accompaniment, very simple and
melodic
- Now the ending, darker sound, with more complex, clashing chords
“Sure on this shining night” - Samuel Barber
- Famous piece by Samuel barber, and the words are from a poem by James Agee
- Beautiful interpretation of the meaning on a Tumblr blog actually by the user Kiryava, that Mrs.
Scholl sent me. The singer is wandering in the beauty of the night, speaking of the beauty
awaiting in Heaven. Then we realize that the singer is near death, and looks around, suddenly
realizing that Heaven exists on Earth, and suddenly wishes to stay awhile.
- You’ll hear how the piano intertwines beautifully with what I sing, equal importance
“How does a moment Last forever?” from Beauty and the Beast
- Mom’s favorite song, begged me to sing it
- Song is really representative of how quickly time passes and yet certain memories live so strongly
within your memory. I think most people can relate to this feeling of time passing in the blink of
an eye, and that’s
- These 4 years at BGSU have been some of the greatest, yet hardest of my life. It's gone so
quickly, and yet I’m excited at the possibility of what is to come next.
“Vanilla Ice Cream” from She Loves Me
- Before I sing my last piece, Thank you all so much for coming this afternoon. Refreshments to
follow in the basement, which is down this hall and down the stairs. You’re welcome to grab a
cookie and run or just hang out I’d like to say a few thank yous. (Thank list of people.)
- Also, a reminder that after this last song, we’ll project a barcode on this screen here, and if you
take out your phone and open your camera app, you just hold it as if to take a picture, it should
bring you to a website link where you can take the short questionnaire.
- Vanilla Ice Cream - from the musical She loves me, which is a musical that stems from a 1937
play Parfumerie by Miklos Lazlo, which eventually was adapted to the movie “The shop around
the corner”, and the story has been adapted many more times into musicals and movies.
- In this song, I’m the character Amalia and I’ve been writing letters and fallen in love with this
pen pal who I’ve never met. And before this song, I go to a cafe where we’re supposed to meet
in-person for the first time, and he doesn’t show up! But of course, in walks George, who is my
coworker, and we despise each other.
- The next morning, George notices that I don’t show up to work, so he comes to my apartment and
brings me vanilla ice cream.
- So, in this song, I’m trying to write this letter to my pen pal but keep getting distracted by
thoughts of George!
-
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Appendix C
Promotional Poster
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Appendix D
Recital Program
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Appendix E
Visuals
“Will there really be a morning” Video: https://youtu.be/jZ1pWA_eT8g
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“Adieux de l'hôtesse arabe” Live Painting:
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Appendix F
Video Recording of Full Recital: https://youtu.be/OIoH26e95Jg
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Appendix G
Questionnaire Visual

Post-recital Questionnaire!
To access the survey, take out your phone and hold your camera up to
the image below. A link should appear bringing you to the
questionnaire.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2QPF8WX

